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We propose an analog quantum simulator for the Holstein molecular-crystal model based on a
superconducting circuit QED system in the dispersive regime. By varying the driving field on the
superconducting resonators, one can readily access both the adiabatic and anti-adiabatic regimes of
this model. Strong e-ph coupling required for small-polaron formation can also be reached. We show
that small-polaron state of arbitrary quasimomentum can be generated by applying a microwave
pulse to the resonators. We also show that significant squeezing in the resonator modes can be
achieved in the polaron-crossover regime through a measurement-based scheme.
PACS numbers: 85.25.Cp, 03.67.Ac, 71.38.Ht
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum simulation of many-body systems opens up
an exciting perspective for studying condensed matter
and high energy effects that cannot be studied by tradi-
tional theoretical or experimental techniques.1,2 Owing
to recent progress in quantum devices, the realization of
quantum simulators for a broad spectrum of problems,
such as quantum magnetism and quantum Hall effects,
has been intensively studied.3 At the same time, the ques-
tions of how to exploit the unique features of each specific
physical system to probe and manipulate the many-body
state and the dynamics of the simulator remain to be
answered.
The Holstein molecular-crystal model is commonly
used to study the short-range coupling between fermionic
excitation (electron, hole) and optical phonons (e-ph cou-
pling).4 The coupling in this model has the form of a lo-
cal interaction between the fermion density and the lat-
tice displacement, and has important consequences on
the optical and transport properties of the solids.5 One
of the most fundamental many-body effects due to this
coupling is the formation of a small polaron where an ex-
tra charge carrier becomes heavily dressed in a cloud of
virtual phonons of the host crystal.6 The Holstein model
does not admit analytical solution and can only be solved
approximately by numerical methods. A quantum sim-
ulator for this model can advance our understanding of
the behavior of polaronic systems. This simple many-
body system can also give us hands-on experience in ef-
fectively manipulating quantum simulators built from a
specific architecture. In previous works, simulators for
the Holstein- and related models were proposed with cold
polar molecules7 and trapped ions.8,9 However, the ac-
cessible parameter regimes and the effectiveness of these
simulators are limited by intrinsic physical and technical
constrains in these systems.
The flexibility and control of superconducting (SC)
quantum circuits provide us with an excellent platform
for quantum simulation.10,11 It was shown that quantum
spin systems can be simulated with SC qubits that have
demonstrated ever increasing coherence times.12 SC res-
onators are ideal for simulating bosonic degrees of free-
doms such as phonons. The strong qubit-resonator cou-
pling demonstrated in circuit quantum electrodynamics
(circuit QED) experiments13,14 adds a Hubbard-like in-
teraction for the microwave photons in the resonators and
can be used to study quantum phase transitions in such
systems.15,16 The diversity of the SC devices also enables
the simulation of complex quantum processes such as
universal quantum computation and exciton transport.17
Here, we propose an analog SC quantum simulator for
the one-dimensional Holstein model. The central build-
ing block of our simulator is a circuit QED system com-
posed of a transmon qubit and a SC resonator and oper-
ated in the dispersive regime.18 The role of the qubits
is to simulate fermionic excitations and the resonator
modes almost perfectly mimic Einstein phonons. The
only tunable parameters required for accessing both the
adiabatic and anti-adiabatic regimes and for preparing
a small-polaron state of arbitrary quasimomentum are
the amplitude and frequency of the microwave drive on
the resonators. The coupling strength required for small-
polaron formation can be readily reached. A striking fea-
ture of this simulator is that measurement-based squeez-
ing up to 1.25 dB in the resonator modes can be achieved
in the polaron state in the crossover regime. Meanwhile,
detection of the polaron states can be achieved through
an ancilla qubit (probe qubit) that couples with one of
the resonator modes. Compared with previous proposals
for the Holstein model,7–9 our proposal effectively simu-
lates this model with essentially dispersionless phonons
and hopping processes via Josephson couplings which
naturally have nearest-neighbor character.
This paper is organized as the following. In Sec. II,
we present a circuit-QED-based superconducting quan-
tum simulator for the Holstein model and derive the
many-body Hamiltonian for this system. By applying
the Jordan-Wigner transformation, this Hamiltonian can
be exactly mapped to the Holstein model. The accessi-
2ble parameter regimes of this simulator are studied in
Sec. III. Using a variational method, we show that small-
polaron formation under strong e-ph coupling can be
achieved with practical circuit parameters. In Sec. IV,
we present a scheme that can prepare the simulator state
into a polaron state with arbitrary quasimomentum. The
anomalous amplitude fluctuation and momentum squeez-
ing in the polaron ground state are studied in Sec. V. In
Sec. VI, we discuss the detection of the polaron state. We
also study the effects of decoherence and quantum leak-
age on the quantum simulator. Conclusions are given in
Sec. VII.
II. THE SIMULATOR
The repeating unit of this simulator is made of a trans-
mon qubit denoted by Qn capacitively coupled with a SC
resonator denoted by Rn, as is shown in Fig. 1. The res-
onators can be in various forms such as coplanar waveg-
uide or lumped element resonators. The Hamiltonian of
the repeating unit is described by the Jaynes-Cummings
model
Hn0 = ~ωca
†
nan +
~ωz
2
σzn + ~g
(
a†nσ
−
n + σ
+
n an
)
, (1)
where ωc and ωz are the frequencies of the resonator
and qubit respectively, g is the magnitude of the qubit-
resonator coupling, an is the annihilation operator of the
resonator mode, and σz,±n are the Pauli operators of the
qubit. Adjacent qubits couple via a SQUID loop denoted
by Jn with effective Josephson energy EJ . The coupling
Hamiltonian is HnJ = −EJ cos(ϕn − ϕn+1) in terms of
the gauge-invariant phases.19 For transmon qubits, we
can write
HnJ ≈ −t0(σ+n σ−n+1 + σ+n+1σ−n ) (2)
with hopping matrix element t0 = EJδφ
2
0 and quantum
displacement δφ0 of the phase variables (see Appendix A
for details). In addition, the resonators are driven by a
microwave source which is described by the Hamiltonian
Hnd = 2ε0 cos(ωdt)(an + a
†
n) (3)
with driving amplitude ε0 and driving frequency ωd.
The total Hamiltonian of this simulator is hence Ht =∑
n(H
n
0 +H
n
J +H
n
d ).
In the dispersive regime of |∆| ≫ g with ∆ ≡ ωc − ωz
being the qubit-resonator detuning, we apply the unitary
transformation
U =
∏
n
e−
g
∆
(σ+
n
an−a
†
n
σ−
n
) (4)
to the simulator Hamiltonian.13 The term Hn0 is trans-
formed into
H¯n0 = ~ωca
†
nan +
~
2
(ωz − χ)σzn − ~χσzna†nan, (5)
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Figure 1: (Color online) Schematic setup of the SC simulator
for the Holstein model with the transmon qubits denoted by
Qn, SC resonators denoted by Rn, and SQUID loops denoted
by Jn.
with the Stark shift χ ≡ g2/∆. The termsHnJ andHnd are
also transformed accordingly. In the interaction picture
and after a displacement of the resonator modes (an →
an − ε0/~δω), the total Hamiltonian becomes
H¯r =
∑
n
~δω
[
a†nan + gH
σzn + 1
2
(
an + a
†
n
)]
+HnJ (6)
with δω ≡ ωc + χ − ωd and gHδω = 2ε0χ/~δω. Note
that we assume ε0 ≫ ~δω in deriving this Hamiltonian.
Details of the derivation of the above Hamiltonian can
be found in Appendix A.
By applying the Jordan-Wigner transformation (σ+n =
c†n
∏n−1
m=1 e
ipic†
m
cm and σzn = 2c
†
ncn − 1), we derive
H¯r =
∑
n
~δω
[
a†nan + gHc
†
ncn
(
an + a
†
n
)]
+ H¯nJ (7)
with H¯nJ = −t0(c†ncn+1+c†n+1cn) and cn being the annihi-
lation operator of the fermionic excitations at site n. This
Hamiltonian has the standard form of the Holstein model
with δω, t0 and gH playing the roles of phonon frequency,
nearest-neighbor hopping matrix element, and dimen-
sionless e-ph coupling, respectively. Note that given the
diversity of SC circuits, other types of SC qubits such
as the flux qubit can also be used to construct a quan-
tum simulator for the Holstein model. In Appendix B,
we present a flux-qubit-based quantum simulator for this
model.
III. POLARON CROSSOVER
By varying the driving parameters (ε0, ωd), all in-
teresting regimes of the Holstein model can be accessed
where a fermonic excitation displays qualitatively differ-
ent behavior. The adiabatic (anti-adiabatic) regime can
be accessed by choosing ~δω/t0 to be smaller (larger)
than one. With λ = g2H~δω/t0, the conditions for small-
polaron formation are gH , λ > 1. In Fig.2 (a) and (b),
we plot gH and λ at selected δω values for a practical
set of parameters: g/2pi = 200MHz, ∆/2pi = 4GHz, and
t0/2pi~ = 80MHz. It can be seen that the crossover from
quasi-free excitation to strongly-dressed small-polaron
state can be realized in both the adiabatic and anti-
adiabatic regimes. For example, at ε0/2pi~ = 400MHz
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Figure 2: Dimensionless coupling constants (a) gH and (b) λ,
(c) Quasiparticle residue Zκ=0, and (d) mean phonon num-
ber N¯ph versus driving amplitude ε0. The dashed, solid, and
dotted curves are for ~δω/t0 = 0.75, 1, 1.25, respectively.
and δω/2pi = 80MHz, we obtain gH = 1.25 and λ = 1.56.
Note that an optional control on the simulator is to tune
the hopping matrix element t0 by applying a global mag-
netic flux to the SQUID loops Jn, which can adjust the
adiabaticity of the system.
To demonstrate the polaron crossover in the simulator,
we apply a variational method to find the small-polaron
ground state using the Toyozawa Ansatz which provides
a rather accurate estimate of the ground-state energy
of the Holstein model in all relevant physical regimes.20
The ground state can be obtained by minimizing the en-
ergy expectation value with respect to the variational
parameters in the Ansatz (see Appendix C for details).
One important quantity for characterizing polaron ex-
citation is the quasiparticle residue Zκ ≡ |〈Ψk=κ|ψ˜κ〉|2
which is defined as the overlap between the dressed po-
laron state |ψ˜κ〉 at quasimomentum κ and the bare-
excitation Bloch state |Ψk〉 ≡ c†k|0〉 at momentum k = κ
with ck =
∑
cne
ikn/
√
N . This quantity can character-
ize the crossover from the bare-excitation regime into
the small-polaron regime. Another quantity character-
izing the polaron crossover is the mean phonon num-
ber N¯ph ≡ 〈ψ˜κ=0|
∑
i a
†
iai |ψ˜κ=0〉 in the polaron ground
state. For the Toyozawa Ansatz, both Zκ and N¯ph can
be evaluated in terms of the optimal values of the varia-
tional parameters. In Fig.2 (c) and (d), these two quan-
tities are shown using the parameter values given above
for a system size of N = 32. The change of Zκ=0 from
unity to values very close to zero as ε0 increases is a clear
manifestation of the smooth crossover from a quasi-free
excitation to a small polaron state. The same crossover is
also illustrated by the mean phonon number which varies
from nearly zero to N¯ph & 3 as ε0 increases. Note that
we also calculate the above quantities for small systems
of, e.g., N = 4 (which is easier to realize in experiments),
and find nearly identical results due to the local nature
of the lattice distortion in the small-polaron regime.
IV. POLARON-STATE PREPARATION
To study polaron crossover, extra fermionic excitation
needs to be prepared in the simulator. Without this ex-
tra excitation, the many-body state can be written as
|G0〉 = |0〉e⊗|0〉ph in the excitation-phonon basis. In the
physical basis of the qubit-resonator system, this state
has all the qubits in the spin down state and all the res-
onators in the vacuum state. In the SC circuit, this state
can be prepared via thermalization in a low temperature
environment. Here we show that given the initial state
|G0〉, a small-polaron state with arbitrary quasimomen-
tum can be generated through a qubit-flip scheme.
Consider applying a pumping pulse on the resonators
in the form of
Hp = εp(t)
∑
(a†ne
−iqn + ane
iqn)/
√
N (8)
with time-dependent driving amplitude εp(t) and wave
vector q. After applying the transformation U given in
Eq.(4) (with UanU
† ≈ an − (g/∆)σ−n ),13 we obtain an
effective pumping Hamiltonian on the qubits
Ω(q, t) = β(t)
∑
n
(
σ+n e
−iqn + σ−n e
iqn
)
/
√
N, (9)
with β(t) = −(g/∆)εp(t), which describes a spin-flip op-
eration on the qubits with site-dependent factor e−iqn.
After the Jordan-Wigner transformation, we apply this
operator to the state |G0〉. With cn |G0〉 = 0, we find
that Ω(q, t)|G0〉 = ~β(t)c†q|G0〉, generating a bare exci-
tation of momentum q. Hence the transition matrix ele-
ment can be written as 〈ψ˜κ|Ω(q, t)|G0〉 = ~β(t)Ωqκ with
Ωqκ = 〈ψ˜κ|c†q|G0〉. Using the lattice translational sym-
metry of the system, we derive that
|Ωqκ| =
√
Zκδq,κ, (10)
yielding nonzero matrix element only for q = κ.
Let ~ωp be equal to the energy difference between the
state |G0〉 and the polaron state |ψκ〉. By choosing q = κ
and β(t) = 2βp cos(ωpt), and under the rotating wave
approximation, the pumping in Eq.(9) generates a Rabi
oscillation between the initial state |G0〉 and the target
state |ψ˜κ〉. This oscillation is governed by the effective
Hamiltonian
H¯p = βp
(
Ωκκ
∣∣∣ψ˜κ
〉
〈G0|+Ω∗κκ |G0〉
〈
ψ˜κ
∣∣∣) (11)
with a Rabi frequency βp|Ωκκ|. Starting from the state
|G0〉, the system evolves to the target state |ψ˜κ〉 in a du-
ration τ = pi~/(2βp
√
Zκ). For the polaron state |ψ˜κ=0〉,
Zκ=0 decreases with the increase of ε0 as is shown in
Fig.2 (c) and it takes a longer time to generate a strongly-
dressed polaron state. For βp/2pi~ = 20MHz and Zκ =
0.7, the state preparation time is τ = 18 ns. This cor-
responds to a practical value of εp/2pi~ = 400MHz with
the parameters given previously.
4In this process, the condition q = κ ensures momentum
conservation and the choice of the pumping frequency en-
sures energy conservation. This scheme can be general-
ized and applied to quantum simulators for other many-
body systems to generate elementary excitations by ex-
ploiting the symmetry in these systems.
V. ANOMALOUS FLUCTUATION AND
SQUEEZING
In the Holstein model, the interplay between the strong
e-ph coupling and the hopping of the fermionic excita-
tion can induce anomalous fluctuation in the phonon
modes. In our simulator, this fluctuation occurs when
the driving amplitude ε0 increases to reach the crossover
regime. We denote the variance of an operator A by
SA = 〈(A− 〈A〉)2〉. This quantity characterizes the fluc-
tuation of the operator around its average value. For
the position quadrature xn ≡ (an + a†n)/
√
2 and the mo-
mentum quadrature pn ≡ −i(an − a†n)/
√
2 of mode an,
their variances Sx and Sp are shown in Fig.3 (a) and
(b). The variance Sx is always larger than the quantum
limit of 1/2 and increases monotonically as ε0 increases,
which clearly demonstrates the crossover to the small-
polaron regime. The variance Sp varies in a very narrow
region below 1/2 with the product SxSp > 1/4, reflecting
the non-Gaussian nature of the fluctuation in the small-
polaron state. Due to the lattice translational symmetry,
these variances do not depend on the site index n.
The above variances can be viewed as the averaged
fluctuation of the resonator modes by tracing out the
fermionic excitation. Below we study the variances of
a single resonator mode when the fermionic excitation
is pinned at this site. Consider the measurement-based
position and momentum quadratures
x(m) ≡
∑
c†ncn(an + a
†
n)/
√
2; (12)
p(m) ≡− i
∑
c†ncn(an − a†n)/
√
2. (13)
The variances of these quadratures S
(m)
x and S
(m)
p de-
scribe the fluctuation of the resonator mode an when the
excitation (qubit-flip) is detected at this site. In Fig.3 (c)
and (d), it can be seen that S
(m)
x > 1/2 and S
(m)
p < 1/2,
a property they share with Sx and Sp. However, as ε0 in-
creases, S
(m)
x behaves very differently from Sx and shows
an optimal value in the crossover regime. More interest-
ingly, the momentum quadrature S
(m)
p can reach a low
value of 0.35, i.e., the post-selected momentum quadra-
ture of an can be squeezed by up to 1.25 dB when the
polaron is detected at this site. For a finite array of N
sites, the probability of measuring the polaron excitation
at a single site is 1/N . Our numerical results show that
this behavior can be observed in a small array of only,
e.g., N = 4 sites, with a probability of 1/4, which can be
readily realized with current technology. Hence, access-
ing the crossover regime in the simulator is not only a
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Figure 3: The variances of the resonator modes (a) Sx, (b) Sp,
(c) S(m)x , and (d) S
(m)
p versus ε0. The dashed, solid, and dot-
ted curves are for ~δω/t0 = 0.75, 1, 1.25MHz, respectively.
crucial requirement to study the polaron formation, but
also presents us with a novel approach to generate squeez-
ing in the microwave photon modes of the resonators.21
VI. DETECTION AND DECOHERENCE
A crucial step in the quantum simulation of a many-
body system is the detection of the many-body state. In a
quantum simulator for the Holstein model, we can char-
acterize the polaron crossover by measuring the mean
phonon number N¯ph in the polaron ground state. Be-
cause of the lattice translational symmetry, this can
be further simplified to the measurement of the mean
phonon number of one of the resonators, e.g., a1. For
this purpose, we add an ancilla qubit σd which couples
to the resonator a1 only during the measurement. The
coupling is in the form of Eq.(1). When the qubit is
far detuned from the resonator mode, the mean phonon
number of a1 can be obtained by measuring the Stark
shift of the qubit. Note that in a different regime when
the qubit is in resonance with the resonator mode, the
mean phonon number can also be obtained by measuring
the qubit. Besides the measurement of the ancilla qubit,
in order to achieve the measurement-based squeezing in
one of the resonator modes, measurement of the qubit at
the same site is required.
The extra excitation in the simulator corresponds to a
flipping of the qubit states and a displacement of the res-
onator modes which are subject to the decoherence of the
qubits or the resonators. The coherence properties of SC
qubits and resonators have improved significantly over
the past few years. Decoherence time of transmon qubits
coupling to on-chip resonators can now reach 10−40µs.22
For coplanar waveguide resonators, the damping time of
the microwave photons can reach the same order of mag-
nitude with a quality factor of Q = 106.23 In our simu-
lator, the effective phonon frequency, the e-ph coupling,
and the hopping element are all of hundreds of mega-
5hertz, far exceeding these decoherence rates. The du-
ration of the state-preparation pulse is several orders of
magnitude shorter than the decoherence times. In ad-
dition, thermal excitations can be neglected in the low
temperature environment as the energy of the excitation
is of a few gigahertz. The pump pulses may induce leak-
age (unwanted transitions) to higher energy levels in the
transmon qubit.18 However, typical anharmonicity of a
transmon qubit gives us an off resonance of around 500
MHz for the unwanted transitions. For a driving ampli-
tude βp/2pi = 25MHz, the probability of leakage is well
below one percent, which is a tolerable error rate for the
simulator.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, we propose a circuit QED-based quantum
simulator for the Holstein-polaron model. By varying the
driving on the resonators, all relevant physical regimes
of the Holstein model can be accessed, and in particu-
lar, we can reach the strong coupling regime for small-
polaron formation. We also show that polaron state of
arbitrary quasimomentum can be prepared by pumping
the resonators. The polaron state in the crossover regime
shows the striking feature of measurement-based squeez-
ing in the resonator modes. Our work not only opens
a promising route to study the electron-phonon physics
with SC quantum simulators, but can also advance the
control and detection methods for the many-body states
in SC simulators by exploiting the unique controllability
of such devices.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE
EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN
The total Hamiltonian of the simulator is given by
Ht =
∑
n(H
n
0 + H
n
J + H
n
d ), where the terms H
n
0 , H
n
J ,
and Hnd are given in Eqs.(1-3). In the Josephson cou-
plingHnJ = −EJ cos(ϕn−ϕn+1) between adjacent qubits,
the effective Josephson energy of the SQUID loop can be
written as EJ = 2EJ0 cos(piΦx/Φ0), where EJ0 is the
Josephson energy of the single junctions in the SQUID
loop, Φx is the static magnetic flux in the loop, and Φ0
is the flux quantum.19 By adjusting the magnetic flux in
the SQUID loop, the effective Josephson energy can be
manipulated. For transmon qubits, HnJ can be approxi-
mated as
HnJ ≈ EJδφ20
[
σzn + σ
z
n+1
2
− (σ+n σ−n+1 + σ+n+1σ−n )
]
,
(14)
where we have neglected the constant terms. Here, δφ0
is the quantum displacement of the phase variable ϕn
with δφ20 ∼
√
2EC1/EJ1 written in terms of the charging
energy EC1 and the Josephson energy EJ1 of the trans-
mon qubit. With typical parameters, δφ20 ∼ 0.1518. The
first term in Eq.(14) can be absorbed into the qubit en-
ergy ωz. Hence, the Josephson coupling can be simplified
as HnJ = −t0
(
σ+n σ
−
n+1 + σ
+
n+1σ
−
n
)
with hopping matrix
element t0 = EJδφ
2
0.
Our simulator is operated in the dispersive regime
where the magnitude of the detuning far exceeds the
magnitude of the qubit-resonator coupling, i.e., |∆| ≫ g.
Here the detuning is defined as ∆ ≡ ωc−ωz. We start by
applying the unitary transformation U given in Eq.(4) to
the total Hamiltonian Ht. The term H
n
0 is transformed
into H¯n0 = UH
n
0 U
† given in Eq.(5) to the lowest order of
the small ratio g/∆ with χ ≡ g2/∆ being the Stark shift.
In a similar manner, we can derive the expressions for
UHnJU
† and UHnd U
† and derive the transformed total
Hamiltonian H¯t = UHtU
†.
For the transformed Hamiltonian, we consider the in-
teraction picture defined by the non-interacting Hamil-
tonian
H0 =
∑
n
[
~ωda
†
nan + (~ω¯z/2)σ
z
n
]
, (15)
where ω¯z = ωz − χ − 2χ(ε0/~δω)2 is the modified qubit
frequency and δω = ωc + χ − ωd is the modified res-
onator detuning. The modified qubit frequency ω¯z in-
cludes the Stark shift and another term that is used to
balance the effect of the microwave driving. By applying
the rotating wave approximation (RWA) and omitting
the fast-rotating terms, the transformed Hamiltonian in
the interaction picture can be written as
H¯r1 =
∑
n
[
Hn1 +H
n
J + ε0
(
an + a
†
n
)]
. (16)
with the term
Hn1 = ~δωa
†
nan + ~χ
( ε0
~δω
)2
σzn − ~χ (σzn + 1)a†nan.
(17)
Fast-rotating terms such as a†nσ
−
n generated by the trans-
formation U have been omitted under the RWA. Next,
we apply a displacement operator24 to shift the resonator
modes with an → an − ε0/~δω. After this shift, the
Hamiltonian H¯r1 becomes H¯r in Eq.(6) with the coupling
constant gHδω = 2ε0χ/~δω. With ε0 ≫ ~δω, the term
−~χ (σzn + 1) a†nan has been neglected from the above
Hamiltonian. To convert the qubit modes to fermionic
excitations, we apply the Jordan-Wigner transformation
to the spin operators. The Hamiltonian H¯r then recovers
the form in Eq.(7).
6APPENDIX B: REALIZATION WITH FLUX
QUBIT
Given the diversity of the SC circuits, quantum sim-
ulator for the Holstein-like model can also be realized
with other SC qubits such as the flux qubit and the phase
qubit. Here we present a realization of the Holstein model
with the flux qubit.25 We will show that a total Hamil-
tonian of the form Ht =
∑
n(H
n
0 + H
n
J + H
n
d ) can be
constructed with the flux qubit.
Consider a flux qubit biased at the degeneracy point
(with a bias magnetic flux of Φex = 0.5Φ0). The qubit
Hamiltonian can be written as ~ωzσ
z
n/2 in terms of the
eigenstates, where ~ωz is equal to the quantum tunnel-
ing between the two persistent-current states of the flux
qubit and the eigenstates are 90 degrees rotated from the
persistent-current states.25 It was shown in recent exper-
iments that the quantum tunneling can exceed a few gi-
gahertz.26 The microwave mode of the SC resonator cou-
ples to the flux qubit through its magnetic field which
inductively couples to the current loop of the qubit and
generates a coupling g(an + a
†
n)σ
x
n. The magnitude of
the coupling can be engineered in a very wide range and
can readily reach sub-gigahertz.27 The single-site Hamil-
tonian can hence be written as Eq.(1) under the RWA.
The neighboring qubits naturally couple via their mu-
tual inductance. The coupling Hamiltonian can be writ-
ten asHnJ = −t0σxnσxn+1, where t0 =MI2cir withM being
the mutual inductance between the qubits and Icir be-
ing the magnitude of the circulating current of the qubit
states. Under the RWA, the coupling can be written as
HnJ = −t0
(
σ+n σ
−
n+1 + σ
+
n+1σ
−
n
)
after neglecting the fast-
rotating terms. One drawback of this coupling is its long-
range nature, which induces coupling between qubits that
are not immediately adjacent to each other. However, as
the mutual inductance decreases as 1/r3 with r being an
effective distance between two qubits, the coupling be-
tween non-neighboring qubits also decreases as 1/r3. An
alternative coupling scheme is to design a tunable cou-
pling between neighboring qubits, where the coupling can
be controlled by external sources.
The resonators can be driven by a microwave source in
the form of Hnd . Hence, combining all three terms: H
n
0 ,
HnJ , and H
n
d , we obtain a total Hamiltonian Ht with
the flux qubit. Following the procedure presented in Ap-
pendix A, we can construct the Holstein model from this
Hamiltonian. It can be shown that all relevant physical
regimes can also be accessed in this realization.
APPENDIX C: TOYOZAWA ANSATZ
To determine the polaron ground state of our sys-
tem, we make use of a variational method which yields
results that agree well with quantum Monte Carlo
and exact-diagonalization results. As the eigenstates
of the Holstein Hamiltonian are good quasimomen-
tum states, the variational states are Bloch-type states
|ψκ〉 = N−1/2
∑
n e
−iκn|ψκ(n)〉, where |ψκ(n)〉 denotes
a Wannier-like function of the coupled e-ph system and
κ is an eigenstate of the total quasimomentum operator
K =
∑
k k c
†
kck +
∑
q q a
†
qaq. Here we use the Toyozawa
Ansatz state as our variational state.20 This Ansatz state
is given by
|ψκ(n)〉 =
N/2−1∑
m=−N/2
Φκ(m)e
−iκmc†n+m|0〉e|ξκ(n)〉ph, (18)
where |ξκ(n)〉ph ≡
∏
l exp
(
vκl a
†
n+l − vκ∗l an+l
)|0〉ph is a
direct product of phonon coherent states at sites n + l
(l = −N/2, . . . , N/2− 1) and the 2N variational param-
eters {Φκ(m), vκl } are complex valued. Here cn’s (am’s)
are the real space operators of the fermionic excitations
(phonons) at site n (m). This Ansatz provides a rather
accurate estimate of the polaron ground-state energy of
the Holstein model in all relevant physical regimes. The
ground state can be obtained by minimizing the expec-
tation value 〈ψκ=0|H |ψκ=0〉/〈ψκ=0|ψκ=0〉 with respect to
the variational parameters. We also introduce the nor-
malized dressed excitation state at quasimomentum κ as
|ψ˜κ〉 = |ψκ〉/
√
〈ψκ|ψκ〉. In the main paper, we use the
wave function |ψ˜κ〉 in all our discussions.
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